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1. INTR~DuOTI~N 
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group such that x ---t 2x is an 
automorphism, and let ,$ : G x G + G x G be the automorphism 
taking (x, y) to (X + y, x - y). A regular (complex-valued) measure p 
will be called symmetric Gaussian iff there exists a second regular 
measure v on G such that for all Bore1 sets E C G x G, 
CL x p(E) = v x v(S(E)). (1.1) 
Actually, it will be equally convenient to consider some other 
u-additive set functions besides Bore1 measures. We require of t.~ 
only that it be defined (and finite) for all Bore1 sets which are subsets 
of compacts. (Therefore p may be undefined on some Bore1 sets, as, 
for instance, is the case with +(x) = e(l+i)zpd~ on R1. The Kolmogorov 
extension theorem is of no help here, since p is not positive.) We 
shall speak of all such set functions as measures. The word symmetric 
is in symmetric Gaussian because we shall also consider nonzero 
measures pi , pa , vi , and v2 such that for all Bore1 sets E C G, x G, , 
Pl x PZW = “1 x %kw), U.2) 
and such measures will be called Gaussian. 
Relations like (1.1) and (1.2) have been studied in two different 
contexts. In the case where G = R and p is a probability measure, 
satisfying (l.l), it is known that p must be a Gaussian (or normal) 
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distribution. This result is a special case of a much more general 
theorem in Feller [l], p. 77; the first work along this line seems to be 
due to Kac [4]. More recently, Mumford [6], in the course of defining 
2-adic theta functions, has considered finitely additive set functions 
on 2-adic vector spaces satisfying (1.1). 
In this paper, we consider Gaussian measures which are absolutely 
continuous with respect to Haar measure. (A future paper will take 
up the problem of finding all Gaussian measures on real vector groups 
and on compact groups.) For such measures, we can rewrite (1.1) and 
(1.2) as equations in the Radon-Nikodym derivatives which hold 
a.e. on G x G. Let f, g be the derivatives (with respect to Haar 
measure) of p*-, v, respectively; then (1.1) becomes 
fWf(Y) = g@ + Y> gb - Y) for almost all (x, y) E G x G, (1.3) 
and similarly (1.2) becomes (with obvious notation) 
fi@>fi(Y> = ‘Ydx + Y> g& - Y> for almost all (x, y) E G x G. (1.4) 
We need one more definition before we can state the main result 
of this paper. A quadratic quasicharacter on G is a measurable func- 
tion h : G -+ Cx such that U(X, y) = h(x + y)/h(x) h(y) is bilinear in 
x and y. (In the cases we consider it turns out that h is necessarily 
continuous.) If ! h(x)\ = 1 for all x, we call h a quadratic character. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p and v be absolutely continuous measures on G 
satisfying (1.1). Then there is an open subgroup G, of G, closed under 
division by 2, such that G, = support (CL) = support (v). Moreover, there 
is a constant c and a continuous even quadratic quasicharacter f on G, 
(i.e., f (x) = f (-x)) such that dr/(x) = cf(x) dx (where dx = Haar mea- 
sure on G,), and dv(x) = &c[f(x/2)]” dx. Conversely, dp(x) = cf(x) dx 
is Gaussian. 
Half of this theorem is easy: the last part. In proving it, there 
is no harm in assuming that G = G, and c = 1. Set u(x, y) = 
fh',"ye+ Nf(4fM and g(x) =fbM2, and let W4 = g(x) dx. We 
f(x +Y) 1 
f(X>f(Y) 
= u(x, y) = = f W-Y) 
f(x -Y) 
= f (x)f (Y) 
4x, -Y) f@ -Y)’ 
or f(x + y)f(x - y) =f(~)~f(y)~. This is equivalent to (1.3); just 
replace x, y by 4(x + y), *(x - y), respectively. 
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The other half of the theorem rapidly becomes involved in un- 
pleasant measure-theoretic difficulties; possibly the following remarks 
will help to make the argument clearer. It turns out that proving the 
relevant facts about G,, is easy, and so we will assume for now that 
G, = G. Assume also that (1.3) holds for all (x, JJ). Then the argument 
would proceed as follows: 
(1) f(O) = f&m = c, say. (Substitute x = y = 0.) Divide f 
and g by constants to get f (0) = g(0) = 1. 
(2) f(x) = (g(x))“. (Set y = 0.) Hence g(x + y)g(x - y) = 
g(x)” g( y)2. Squaring this, we get the same formula with f replacing g. 
(3) This last formula is essentially the parallelogram law in 
multiplicative form. Now it is easy to adapt standard arguments from 
vector space theory to show that f and g are quadratic quasicharacters. 
Statements (1) (2), and (3) will be more difficult in the actual proof 
of the theorem; since (1.1) holds only almost everywhere, we cannot 
substitute in specific points. But the structure of the proof will parallel 
that given above. 
Section 2 of this paper is devoted to two results which may have 
some independent interest. The first is a structure theorem for 
groups such that x +px is an automorphism. One consequence of 
this theorem is the following fact: on such a group, x -+px multiplies 
Haar measure by an integral power of p. The second result concerns 
measurable functions which are a.e. quasicharacters (i.e., functions 
f : G --t Cx such that f(x + y) = f (x)f( y) a.e.); it turns out that all 
such functions are a.e. equal to continuous quasicharacters. In 
Section 3 we prove that Gaussian measures are either continuous or 
singular (with respect to Haar measure). The relevant facts about G, 
are proved in Section 4. In Section 5, we show that on groups for 
which x--f 2x is an automorphism, even quadratic quasicharacters 
are automatically continuous. Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 6, 
and in Section 7, we extend Theorem 1.1 to cover absolutely con- 
tinuous Gaussian measures which are not necessarily symmetric. 
Except in one part of Section 2, G will always be a locally compact 
Abelian group for which x + 2x is an automorphism. Haar measure 
on G is denoted by dx or m; measures are absolutely continuous, 
singular, etc., with respect to Haar measure. The map 5 takes (x, y) 
to (x + y, x - y); we write E o F for &E x F). All sets mentioned 
are assumed to be measurable. The - sign, when applied to subsets 
of a group, refers to subtraction, not complementation; thus 
E-F={x-y:y~E,yeF). 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we prove a few results which will be useful later in 
this paper. We begin with a structure theorem, proved in more 
generality than needed here. It will be used in this paper to reduce 
some measure-theoretic problems to the u-finite case. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a LCA group for which x 3 px is an 
automorphism (p is a prime). Then G contains an open subgroup of the 
form Rm x Qpn x C, where C is compact and x h px is an auto- 
morphism of C. 
Proof. It is well-known (see, for instance, [3], p. 389) that G 
contains an open subgroup of the form R” x C, , where C, is 
compact. We need therefore deal only with C,, , and hence we may 
assume m = 0. 
Let nTEh, pkC, = C, and assume for the moment that C,/C E (Z,)“. 
Then we proceed as follows: let C,* be the dual of C,, ; we have 
Cl z (z,“)* = Z(P”‘)“. s ince Cl is divisible, it is a direct summand 
of Co*; therefore C is a direct summand of C, . Hence C,, z (Z,)n x C 
and U,“=, p-“C,, r (Q$ x C. By construction, pC = C; therefore 
x -+px is an automorphism for C, and we are done. 
Thus we need only show that C,/C s (Z,)“. Let C,,/C = H; then 
x -+ px is an injective open map on H and fir-r pkH = (01. Hence 
H z I@ H/pkH. It suffices, therefore, to show that H/pkH E (Z/pkZ)n, 
where n is defined by [H : pH] = p”. The proof is by induction on k. 
H/pkH is finite because H is compact and pkH is open. The statement 
holds for k = 1 because every nonzero element of H/pH is of order p. 
Now assume the statement for k. Since pkH/pk+lH E H/pH, we 
know that H/pk+lH is an extension of (z/~kZ)~ by (Z/pZ)“. Also, 
multiplying each element of H/pk+lH by p takes the group onto 
pH/pk+lH s H/pkH, which has pnk elements. Hence H/pk+lH has 
pnckfl) elements, all of order < pk+i, and it has at most p” elements 
of order p. Some easy fiddling with the Fundamental Theorem of 
Abelian groups shows that H/pk+lH g (Z/~k+lz)~, and we are done. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, G may be 
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written as Rm x Qpn x GO, where G,, contains a compact open set C 
for which x -+ px is an automorphism. 
Proof. Define q5 : Rm x QPn x C -+ Rm x Qpn as the obvious 
projection. Because R” x Qpn is divisible, 4 can be extended to a 
homomorphism @ on all of G. @ is continuous because it is continuous 
on an open subgroup. Let G,, = ker @. It is now easy to check the 
assertions about G,, . 
We obtain another interesting result as a corollary of Theorem 2.1. 
Note that if 01 is an automorphism of the group G, then the measure p 
defined by (f(x) &(x) = f (cm) d x is translation invariant, and thus p 
is a multiple of Haar measure. Define 1 01 1 by dp = 1 01 1 dx. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If p : x -+px is an automorphism of G, then 1 p 1 
is an integral power of p. 
Proof. On a compact group, / (Y / = 1 for any automorphism 01, 
as integration of a constant function shows. The result also holds on 
R and Q, . Hence it holds on the open subgroup of Theorem 2.1, 
and hence it holds for all G. 
We shall use Theorem 2.1 in the following way: If {al , a2 ,...} is 
any countable set of elements of G, then the subgroup generated by 
G, , {al, a2 ,..., ia1 , $a2 ,..., $a, ,... } is an open subgroup of G with 
a u-finite Haar measure. It will generally be true that the results about 
measures, functions, etc., which we obtain will be true on G if they 
are true on all such subgroups. In such cases, we shall simply assume 
that Haar measure on G is u-finite. 
We next turn to a result about a.e. quasicharacters. (A quasi- 
character on a group G is a continuous function f : G --+ C” with 
f(x +Y) =f(x)f(A for all (x,Y) G x G-1 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f:G + C be a measurable function, nonxero on 
a set of positive measure, such that f (x + y) = f (x) f (y) for almost all 
(x, y) E G x G. Then there is a quasicharacter h : G -+ C” such that 
f = h a.e. 
Proof. Uniqueness is clear. For existence, notice that f # 0 a.e.; 
otherwise, the functional relation would show that f = 0 a.e. For 
convenience, therefore, we assume that f # 0 everywhere. 
It clearly suffices to prove the theorem in the case where If ) = 1 
everywhere and in the case where f > 0 everywhere. In the former 
case, we use Fourier transform theory. The map F : L1(G) + C given 
bY w?v = J-of(x) v%4 d x is an algebra homomorphism (see [3], 
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Theorem 22.3); therefore there exists a character h of G such that 
F(4) = Jo h(x) 44~) dx (see 131, Th eorem 22.6). Now it follows easily 
that f = h a.e. 
So we may assume f > 0. Let gl(x) = exp(ni log f(x)), 
gz(x) = exp(i logf(x)). Th en 1 gJx)l = 1, all x, and gJx + y) = 
gi(x) gi( y) a.e. (; = 1, 2). Hence there are characters x1 , xz equal a.e. 
to g, , g, , respectively. Now define h(x) as the real number c (if one 
exists) such that exp(in log c) = xl(x) and exp(i log c) = x2(x). Then 
h(x) is defined and equal to f(x) wherever x1 = g, and xz = g, (and 
hence a.e.); also, if h(x) and h(y) are defined, then so is h(x - y) = 
h(x)/h(y). Hence h is defined on a subgroup of G which must be all 
of G. Moreover, h satisfies h(x + y) = h(x) h(y), and h is measurable. 
We still need to show that h is continuous. Given E, 0 < E < $, pick 
any number a >, I and a set E of positive measure such that 
a - ~,l3 < h < a + ~13 on E. Then easy estimates show that 
( h - 1 1 < E on E - E. Since E - E contains a neighborhood of 0, 
continuity is proved. 
3. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY OF GAUSSIAN MEASURES 
We begin with a lemma which is really a trivial variant of [3], 
Corollary 20.17. For convenience, we use the following notation: If S 
is a measurable subset of G x G, then 
Sz = (y E G : (y, x) E S}; S, = {y E G : (x, y) ES). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E and F be subsets of G which have positive Jinite 
Haar measure. Then (x E G : m( (E o F),) > 0} and (x E G : m( E o F)” > O> 
are nonempty open sets. If E = F, the second of these sets is a neighborhood 
OfO. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for 
{x~G:m(EoF)5 >0} = C’, 
say; the proof of the other half is an easy modification. Note first 
that(EoF)“=(yEG:(y,x)EEoF}=(yEG:3zEE,wtzFwith 
y = z + w, x = z - w) 
={~EG:~wEF with y = x + 2w and w+xEE} 
={yEG:%uEFn(E-xx) with y = x + 2~). 
Hence x E U o F A (E - x) has Haar measure > 0. 
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Now let I$~ , #-E be the characteristic functions of F and -E, 
respectively. Then #-E * #J-x) = Jo #-&-x - y) q&(y) CZ’~ =
m(F n (E - x)), as is easily checked. Thus U = {x : *e-E * t&(---x) > O}. 
Since #-E and & are both in L2, their convolution is continuous 
(see [3], p. 295, f or instance); hence U is surely open. But U is not 
empty, since 
Finally, if E = F, then 0 E U because m(E IT E) > 0. 
PORISM 3.2. If E and F are measurable subsets of G with finite 
Haar measure, and if either E or F has measure 0, then (E o F)” and 
(E o F), are of measure 0 for all x. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3.1, m((E o F)” > 0 o m(F n (E - x)) > 0. 
But if either m(E) or m(F) = 0, then m(F n (E - x) = 0 for all x. 
The other half goes similarly. 
THEOREM 3.3. If pl , ,x2, vl, v2 are nonzero and satisfy (1.2), then 
they are either all absolutely continuous or all singular. 
Proof. We may, as usual, assume that G is u-finite. Divide each 
measure into absolutely continuous and singular parts; thus we have 
p = plu + pls, etc. Let v:, vss be concentrated on sets Fl , F, , 
respectively, each of Haar measure 0. Let El be a set of finite pl- 
measure such that plS(E1) = 0, and let E, be a set of finite /+-measure 
for which pza(Ez) = 0. Then, by Porism 3.2 plus Fubini, 
(~1 x v&G 0 Es) = (VI’ x v/)(E, o E,). Therefore, if p.,(E,) # 0 # 
P&Q, then (4 o E,) n (Fl x F,) = E is a set of nonzero vr8 x va8- 
measure. On the other hand, 
vls x vz8(E) = (vl x v&E) 
= (l-L1 x CLs)(PE) 
= (PIS x P2WE) 
(by Porism 3.2, since &-l(E) C &I;; 0 F,)) 
= a since [-l(E) C El x E, and PlVl) = 0. 
Hence either pa is absolutely continuous or 11-r is singular. 
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Identical reasoning shows that either pi is absolutely continuous 
or pa is singular; therefore pFL1 and p2 are either both absolutely con- 
tinuous or both singular. A similar argument works for y1 and v2 . 
The rest is obvious. 
4. THE GROUP G, 
In this section, we begin the proof of Theorem 1 .l by showing 
that G,, exists. Actually, we prove a bit more. 
LEMMA 4. I. Suppose fi , fi , g, , and g, are functions on G, all 
nonzero a.e. in some neighborhood of 0, which satisfy (1.4). Then there 
is an open subgroup G, of G, closed under division by 2, such that fi , gi 
(i = 1,2) are nonxero a.e. on G, and zero a.e. of G,, . 
Proof. For i = 1,2, let Ui = {x E G : fi # 0 a.e. on some neigh- 
borhood of x}, and let Vi = (x E G : gi # 0 a.e. on some neighborhood 
of xl. By hypothesis, 0 is in all the Ui and Vi ; also, (1.4) implies that 
x E U, , y E U, o x + y E Vi , x - y E I’, . Now we play games with 
these results. 
U,CV,, U,CV,, U,CV,, U,C-Vz.(Sety=Oforthefirst 
two and x = 0 for the last two.) 
UzCU,. (For if ~~77, and yEUz, then x+y~Vi and XEV~; 
hence x + (y/2) E U, . Repeating this, we see that x E U, and 
y E U, => x + y E U, . Now set x = 0.) 
U,= U,.(WeneedtoshowU,CU,.IfxEUiandy~U,,then 
x + y E Vi and -y E I’, ; hence x + y/2 E U, . Repeating this, we 
see that x + y E U, . Now set y = 0.) 
U, is a subgroup of G. (For if x E U, and y E U, = U, , then 
x E v, and x-y~V~. Hence x - y/2 E 77, ; repeating this, 
x-yEU1.) 
u, = VI = v, . (If x E VI , then x/2 E U, and hence x E U, , since 
U, is a group. U, C VI was proved earlier. The same proof works 
for V, .) 
U, is an open subgroup and is closed under division by 2. (U, is 
open because it contains a neighborhood of 0. As for the other part, 
x E Ul 3 x E v, 3 x/2 E u, .) 
Let G, = U, . We still need to prove that the fi , gi are nonzero 
a.e. on G, and are zero a.e. off G,, . For the first part, suppose that 
E C G0 is a set of positive measure on which fi is 0. Then the density 
theorem ([2], p. 268) h s ows that 3x E G, : E intersects every neigh- 
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borhood of x in a set of positive measure. But then x $ G,, = U, , by 
the definition of U, . Similar proofs apply to fi , g, , and g, . 
Finally, suppose that fi # 0 on a set of E, of finite positive measure, 
with Er n G,, = 0. Let U be a subset of G, with finite measure. 
Then g, 0 g, is # 0 a.e. on El 0 U. In particular, g, is + 0 for almost 
every x such that (El 0 U), has nonzero measure. No such x is in G,, 
(since U C G, , E, n G, = 0, and G,, is a group); but the set of such 
x is open by Lemma 3.1. Hence fi is # 0 a.e. on an open set disjoint 
from G,, = U, . This contradicts the definition of U, , and so f = 0 
a.e. off G,, . Similar remarks apply to fi , g, , and g, . This completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If f, g are nonzero on sets of positive measures and 
satisfy (1.3), then there is an open subgroup G,, of G, closed under 
division by 2, such thatf, g are # 0 a.e. on G, and are = 0 a.e. oJ7 G, . 
Proof. We need to show that f, g are nonzero a.e. on some neigh- 
borhood of 0. We prove this for f; the proof for g is similar. Let E be 
any set of positive measure on which f is nonzero. Then g(x) g(y) is 
nonzero on E o E, and hence (by Lemma 3.1) on some neighborhood 
of 0. Now the previous lemma applies. 
5. CONTINUITY OF QUADRATIC QUASICHARACTERS 
We prove here that in our context, the measurability of even 
quadratic characters implies their continuity. The hypothesis that 
x -+ 2x is an automorphism of G is crucial here; see [5] for a discussion. 
LEMMA 5.1. Letf : G -+ Cx be an even function such that u(x, y) = 
f(x + r)lf(x)f (Y) is b l i inear. Thenf(x) = u(x, x/2) andf (nx) = f (x)n*. 
Proof. The bilinearity of u shows that u(x, 0) = ~(0, X) = 1 for 
all x. Hence f (0) = ~(0, 0)-l = 1. Next, f(x)” =f(x)f(-X) = 
U(X, -x)-l = U(X, x). Thereforef ((n + 1) x, x) =f(nx)f(x) u(nx, x) = 
f (nx)f(x) 2(x, x)% = f(nx)f(x) 2n+1; the formula for f (nx) follows by 
induction. In particular, f(x) =f(~/2)~ = u(x/2, x/2)2 = u(x, x/2) 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose G is compact, with dualgroup c f, g = G + C” 
be integrable and satisfy (1.3) a.e. Then f^, the Fourier transform off, 
is nonzero only on a jinite subgroup A of P, on A, f^ = f^(O) 4, where 
+ is a quadratic character. 
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Proof. Let z, w be characters of G. Then we have 
. * 
-J I <.c z + w>(Y, x - w>f(W(y) dx 3 G-C 
(since automorphisms preserve Haar measure on G) 
=f^(z + W)f^(Z - w). 
Hence g^ and f” satisfy (1.3) everywhere. By Corollary 4.2, they are 
concentrated on a subgroup A of r closed under division by 2. 
Moreover, the argument sketched in Section 1 shows that Theorem 1.1 
applies to f and g, since there are no a.e. problems. Therefore 
f^ = f-(O) 4 is a quadratic quasicharacter on A. 
Suppose 3x E A : 1 +(x)] # 1. Then, from Lemma 5.1., X, x/2, x/4 ,... 
are all distinct (since #J takes on different values on them) and 
1 ~j(2-?)l + 1. This is impossible, since fA must vanish at co. There- 
fore / 4 I = 1 on A, + is a quadratic character on A, and A is finite. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let f : G + C” be an even function, equal a.e. to a 
measurable function, such that u(x, y) = f (x + y)/f (x) f ( y) is continuous 
and linear in each variable separately. Then u and f are continuous. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5.1, it suffices to prove that u is con- 
tinuous. Next, u is continuous if 1 u 1 and U/I u 1 are; thus we may 
assume that either u is real positive or j u / = 1. Next, note that 
For given x0 , y,, , we may pick x and y near 0 so that U(X, yO) and 
u(xO , y) are close to 1; thus it suffices to show that u is continuous at 
(0, 0), so that U(X, y) is also close to 1. We may therefore assume (by 
Theorem 2.1) that G g R” x Qp x C, where C is compact. 
Assume first that u is real positive; let H be the group of positive 
real quasicharacters of G (with the compact open topology); and let 
+ : G -+ H be defined by +(x)(y) = U(X, y). Propositions 1 .l and 1.6 
of [5] now show that 4 is continuous o u is, and that 4 is continuous 
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if H is u-compact. (The propositions in [5] are stated for characters, 
but the proofs go over without any difficulty.) But in our case, 
H zz R”, which is surely a-compact. Hence the theorem is true in 
this case. 
Now assume that 1 u 1 = 1. Let G,, = R” x Qan, so that 
G = GO x C. Let TO , I’, be the duals of G,, , C respectively. Write 
x E G as xi + x2 , with xi E G, x2 E C; then we may write 
4% Y> = 4% + x2 9 Yl + Y2) = 4% 2 YJ w2 9 YA 4% 9 Yzll $x2 9 Y2) 
= u&9 Y) ~2(4 Y) 4% Y), 
say. We need to prove that ui , ~a, and z1a are continuous. The 
continuity of the first two follow as above from [S], Propositions 1.1 
and 1.6, since r,-, is a-compact. That leaves us with ua . 
To prove us continuous, we consider f&x) = U&X, x/2). We know 
that& is constant on GO-cosets and thatfs is a.e. equal to a measurable 
function. This implies (via Fubini) that f3 r C is a.e. equal to a 
measurable function. 
We might as well just work on C, therefore. Suppose that fa is a.e. 
equal to a continuous function. Then us is equal a.e. to a continuous 
function; since z13 is continuous in each variable separately, it follows 
easily that us is continuous. But proving that f3 is a.e. equal to a 
continuous function is easy, using Lemma 5.2. Let g, = fs2; then 
f3, g3 satisfy (1.3). Iff,, g4 are the measurable functions equal a.e. to 
f3 , g, respectively, then Lemma 5.2 says that f4 is equal a.e. to a finite 
sum of characters. The theorem follows. 
The hypothesis that f is even is not necessary; this will follow from 
some results in Section 7. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. The lemmas involved m 
this proof follow the steps of the proof outlined in Section 1. 
In view of Corollary 4.2, we may (and do) assume that f and g are 
nom-zero everywhere on G. We also assume (using Theorem 2.1) that 
G is u-finite. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let f, g : G + C” be measurable functions satisfying 
(1.3) a.e. Then 3 measurable functions f0 , g,, on G, and a constant c # 0, 
such that 
(1) f = cfo , g = fcg, a.e.; 
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(2) f&) = g,W a-e., g&W = h(x)” a.e. 
(3) f& + Y)fo(” - Y) =f(~)“f(Y)” a-e* 
(4) fo(2x) = h(x)” a-e* 
PYOO~. Let C be any open set with compact closure. By Lusin’s 
theorem (see [2], p. 243), (VE > 0)(X4, C C) : m(A,) < E and g is 
continuous on C n A,‘. The density theorem says that for almost 
any point x E C n A,‘, with neighborhoods U,,, (ordered by inclu- 
sion), it is true that 
Pick E, and choose x E C n A,’ satisfying both the conditions of the 
density theorem and the condition that g(x + y) g(x - y) = f(x)f( y) 
for almost all y. Thenf(y) = g(x + y)g(x - y)lf(x). Now restrict y 
to be such that x + y and x - y are in A, , and let y + 0 subject to 
this restriction. The restriction eliminates a set of y’s of arbitrarily 
small density near 0; by the continuity of g on C n A,, 
f(y) --t g(x)“lf(x). Redefinef(0) as this limit. 
Thus (V6 > 0) lim,,,f(y) exists if y avoids a set of density < 6 
near 0. If we replace x by x1 then the sets over which we take the 
limit at 0 must overlap; hence g(x)‘/f(x) =f(O) for almost all 
x E C n A,‘. Since E is arbitrary, this holds for almost all x E C; 
since C is arbitrary, it holds for almost all x. 
Now define h(x) =f(x/2); then (1.4) becomes h(x + y) h(x - y) = 
g(x) g(y) a.e. The same reasoning as above shows that g(x) has a limit 
as x -+ 0 (if x avoids a small set). Redefine g(0) to be that limit. But 
g(x)“lf(x) =f(O) a.e.; let x -+ 0, and we get g(O)2 = f(0)2, or 
g(O) = if(O). 
Now let c =f(O), and let f0 = f/c, g, = &g/c, h, = h/c, where 
the sign in the definition of g, is chosen so that g,(O) = 1. Then (1) 
clearly holds; also, gO(x)“/fO(x) = 1 a.e. and h,,(x)2/g,(x) = 1 a.e., and 
these formulas give (2). Next, a straightforward substitution gives 
~oW2 go(Y)2 = kh(x + Y) g& - Yh s 9 uaring and substituting back, 
we get (3). Finally, (4) is an easy consequence of (2). 
LEMMA 6.2. Let f. , be a measurable function on G which never 
vanishes and which satisfies 
(1) f& + Y)f& - v) =foW2fo(~)2 a.e.; 
(2) MW = h(x)* a.e. 
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Then there is a unique function fi : G --t C? such that 
(1) fi = f. a.e. 
(2) fi(X + rNw4 fib) is bilinear and is continuous in each 
variable separately. 
(3) fi is an even function. 
Proof. Let +, y) = f& + y>/f&) fo(y). Then +, y) = 
fo@)fo(Y)h(~ - Y) f or almost all x, y, and u(x, y) = u(y, x). For 
almost all x, yr , y2 , the following equalities hold: 
= fob + Yl)2fow”; 
f0cwf0(Y1)” 
u(.& 
, 
y2) = f& + Y2)2fo(42; 
fowfo(Yz)2 
and so (substituting x for 2x) 
4% Yl + Y2) = 4% Yl) 4% YJ for almost all x, yr , y2 . 
Now let u,(y) = U(X, y). C a x nice if u is a quasicharacter a.e.; 11 
by Theorem 2.4 and Fubini, almost all x E G are nice. Let vz be the 
quasicharacter a.e. equal to U, . Then {(x, y) : v,(y) # u,(y) or v,(y) 
is undefined} has measure 0; therefore for almost all nice y, 
vzgl = U,(Y) = u,(x) = VI/W f or almost all x. Call such y’s very 
M;e now define a function v(x, y) on G x G. To begin with, assume 
that x is very nice; then define v/(x, y) = v,(y) and v(- x, y) = 1 /a(~, y). 
This is consistent in case both x and --x are very nice. For almost 
everyy is very nice and is such that v,(- x) = v,(y) and v,(x) = v,(y). 
For all these y, we have v,(y) = vy( -x) = l/v,(x) = l/v.Jy), by 
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the linearity of w, , and so V,(Y) = l/~,(y) a.e. But vu, and u, are 
continuous, by Theorem 2.4, and so this formula holds everywhere. 
Next, if xi ,..., x, are such that v(xi , y) is defined for the xi , define 
a(‘& xi , y) to be nbl z)(x( , y). An argument similar to that just 
given shows that this is a consistent definition. We now have V(X, y) 
defined wherever x is in a subgroup H of G whose complement is of 
measure 0. Hence w is defined everywhere on G x G. It is linear in y 
by definition; the proof of consistency above shows that it is linear in x. 
If y is very nice, then a(x, y) = ~(y, x) a.e.; bilinearity makes this 
formula hold for all x, and then for all y. Hence ZI is symmetric. It is 
continuous in y, and therefore also in x. It follows from Theorem 3.4 
that v is continuous. 
Define f&9 = 4x, 42). Then fi(x + y)/fdx) fdy) = 4x, y); 
hence fi is a quadratic quasicharacter. It is also clear that f is even. 
We need to show that fi = f0 a.e. Define h(x) = fi(x)lfo(x). Then 
h(x + y)/h(x) h(y) = V(X, y)/u(x, y) = 1 a.e., and so h is a.e. a quasi- 
character. But also h(2x) = I’ve a.e. Hence /z(x)~ = 1 a.e. It follows 
easily that h = 1 a.e. 
Finally, we need to show that fi is unique. But this amounts to the 
obvious statement that a continuous quadratic character which is 
1 a.e. is identically 1. 
7. ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS GAUSSIAN MEASURES: 
THE GENERAL CASE 
We take up here the questions for absolutely continuous nonzero 
measures satisfying (1.2), or, equivalently, nonzero functions satis- 
fying (1.4) a.e. 
If f, g satisfy (1.3) a.e.; if h is a quasicharacter, and if x0 E G, then 
the functions fi(x) = f.(x) = h(x) f(x + x,,), gl(x) = g(x), and 
gz(x) = h(x) g(x + 2x,) satisfy (1.4) a.e. In other words, a quasi- 
character times a translate of a symmetric Gaussian measure is 
Gaussian. In this section, we establish a converse: 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose fi , fi , g, , g, are nonxero functions which 
satisfy (1.4) a.e. on G x G. Then there exist translates of the fS , gi which 
are nonzero a-e. on some neighborhood of 0 and which satisfy (1.4) a.e. 
If the fi , gi are themselwes nonzero a.e. on some neighborhood of 0, when 
there exists a subgroup G, of G, even quadratic quasicharacters f, g on G,, , 
and quasicharacters +1 , $2 , #1 , $2 on G,, , such that (up to a constant 
factor): 
5Wl3-7 
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(1) fi = f#* a.e. on G, and = 0 a.e. off G,, ; 
(2) gd = g$i a.e. on G,, and = 0 a.e. ofl G,, . 
Note that the f#$ and GUI are quadratic quasicharacters (though not 
even). 
To begin the proof, notice that, by Lemma 3.1, each f$ , gi is non- 
zero a.e. on some open set. Notice next that if x1 , y1 are in G, then 
fh + df2b + ~5) = n@ + Y + xl + rd g& - Y + xl - rd a-e-; 
this shows that if fi , fi , g, , g, satisfy (1.4), then we can find translates 
of fi , fi , g, , and gs which satisfy (1.4) and such that the translates of 
fi , .f2 are nonzero a.e. in some neighborhood of 0. Therefore we may 
as well assume that fi , fi are nonzero a.e. in a neighborhood of 0. 
But then (1.4) implies that g, , g, are also nonzero a.e. in some neigh- 
borhood of 0. Now Theorem 4.1 guarantees the existence of G,, . In 
what follows, therefore, we assume that the fi , gi are nonzero on all 
of G. 
Before proving Theorem 7.1 directly, we get an intermediate result. 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose f, g, , g, are nonxero on G and satisfy 
f(x)f (Y) = g,(x + Y)& - Y) a.e. on G x G. Then there exists a 
quasicharacter s of G and even quadratic quasicharacters f I, g,’ on G, 
such that 
(1) g,‘/g, , gi/gls, andf ‘Ifs are constant a.e.; 
(2) fi’ , g,’ satisfy (1.3). 
Proof. Let Y(X) = f (x)lf(---x). Then for almost all X, y, z E G, we 
have 
Y(X - y) = 
Hence I is a.e. a quasicharacter. Let s be a quasicharacter such that 
s(x) = T(x/~) a.e.; let fi(x) = f (x) s(x), g3(x) = gr(x) s(x). Then for 
almost all x, y1 
hwtxr) = $4 4YVcwY) = 4x + Y) a@ + Y)&AX - 34 
= g& + 99 k& - Yh 
h(4h(-A = g& -Y)& +J% tx-9) =fd+J% 
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These formulas show that g3(x)/g2(x) is constant for almost all x, 
and hence that multiples of fi , g, satisfy (1.4) for almost all x, y. Now 
Theorem 1.1 does the rest. 
We now finish the proof of Theorem 7.1. Let t(x) = fi(x)/fi(--x). 
Then for almost all x, y,z, 
qh: _ y) = fib + r)f& - 39 = &wg*(2Y) 
MY + 4fAY - 4 gI(2Y)g&) 
= g1(2x)gs(~)g1(2a)g,(2Y) = qx _ g q2 _ y) 
&(2Y) g&4 g1cw g&4 
3 
as in Lemma 7.2. Hence t is a.e. a quasicharacter. 
Now let u be a quasicharacter with U(X) = t(x/2) a.e., and let 
F,(x) ==f$(x) u(x) (; = 1, 2), G,(x) = gl(x) U(X). Then we have 
F,(y) = F,(- y) a.e.; also, 
W4 F2(y) = G& + Y) g& - Y) a-e. 
F&4 F,(-Y) = G(x - Y) g& + Y> a-e. 
Hence G,/g, is constant a.e. By adjusting the constant, we may find 
g, such that 
W) Fdy) = g& + Y) g& - Y) a.e. 
Now let G(y) = g3(2y); then 
J’,(x + y)&@ - y) = G(x) G(y) a.e. 
Now Lemma 7.2 finishes up. 
It is also easy to see that Theorem 5.3 is still true if we drop the 
hypothesis that f be even. In fact, f(x)lf(-x) is a quasicharacter and 
is therefore continuous. From there, the argument is like that of 
Lemma 7.1. 
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